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Introduction

Pacifism and feminism in Victorian Britain

War is an essentially masculine pursuit. Women do not as a rule seek
to quench their differences in blood. Fighting is not natural to them.
(Lydia Becker)1

It is the truest form of patriotism to do our utmost to save our coun-
try from the crime and shame of an unjust war. (Priscilla Peckover)2

In 1870, the outbreak of war between France and Prussia prompted
many of the women active in the emergent feminist movement to
consider their position on the use of physical force. In doing so, some,

such as Lydia Becker in the first quotation above, drew upon essentialist
arguments of sexual difference. Many reinforced their construction of
women as moral agents who relied upon debate rather than physical
force in both individual and collective relations. Some, including Priscilla
Peckover, also quoted above, began to re-evaluate concepts of peace to
argue that it meant more than simply the absence of war, and to redefine
patriotism as a force that was primarily moral, rather than national, in
its points of reference. These arguments were founded upon analyses that
made pacifist ideas fundamentally useful for feminism. Because both
theories could be based upon arguments about the (mis)use of power
and the importance of morality, and both could accommodate a wide
range of political perspectives, many feminists during the early phase of
the movement were attracted to pacifist rhetoric and principles.

As a prominent, but hitherto neglected, aspect of the Victorian
women’s movement, it is important to understand why many feminists
employed peace arguments, often relying upon the construction of femin-
inity as passive and even pacifist, and representing these women/peace
connections as located in women’s reproductive role. The use of these
ideas has significant implications for arguments of sexual difference, indi-
vidualism versus relationalism, and maternalism in nineteenth-century
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feminism.3 It can also demonstrate how feminism, in using such ideas
of what was ‘natural’ to women, purported to speak for all women. It is
therefore vital to illustrate the ways in which different feminist move-
ments have utilised representations of the relationship between ‘women’
and ‘peace’. Much work has been done on women pacifists during the
First World War, and in relation to women’s resistance to the presence
of nuclear weapons in Britain, particularly regarding the Greenham
Common missile base, in the 1980s. Yet, in its early years, organised
feminism in Britain also demonstrated a concern with pacifism and the
issue of women’s (imagined) relationship to peace. This book charts the
development of these debates within the Victorian feminist movement
to illustrate the centrality of such ideas to many strands of late Victorian
feminism.

In many of the arguments considered here, essentialist ideological
connections are made between ‘women’ and ‘peace’ as constructed
categories. As indicated by the quotations opening this chapter, a basic
gendered dichotomy is often established which, while aiming to dest-
abilise assumptions about war, instead serves to reinforce ideas of
male aggression and female passivity. One central theme in this book is
therefore the issue of how, with regard to questions of peace and war,
some feminists worked to ‘historically, [and] discursively’ construct
‘women’ and womanhood as peaceful and moralistic.4 Berenice Carroll
has observed that there is a historical connection between the construc-
tions ‘women’ and ‘peace’, but that this ‘is a connection imposed upon
women along with their subordination, their disarmed condition, and
their stereotyped roles. Out of this imposed connection arises also a
widespread stereotypic association between femininity and passivity.’ She
notes that these must be distinguished from the concepts ‘feminism’ and
‘pacifism’, both of which, she argues, are ‘deliberate, conscious choice[s]
of principles and policies’.5

In a discussion of the late nineteenth century, the use of both terms
means that they must be applied anachronistically. There has inevitably
been much debate on the desirability of this practice and the reasons
why it might be undertaken. Nancy Cott, in particular, has argued that
the changes that gave rise to the coining of the term ‘feminism’ mean
that it should only be applied to those who have lived and worked since
its introduction into the English language. In response, Barbara Caine
has argued that most political terms are used retrospectively to apply to
individuals or ideas ‘which have some recognised or assumed similarity
with those for which the term was originally coined’.6 Philippa Levine
has suggested that the refusal to adopt the term ‘feminist’ can itself
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be dangerous: it separates issues that should be connected, and intro-
duces a hierarchy in our understanding of feminism which places the
traditionally public and political above the intentional subversion of the
concepts ‘public’ and ‘private’.7 Failing to recognise ‘feminism’ before
the term itself existed runs the risk of further alienating the feminist
movement from its origins and history.

Thus, although the term ‘feminism’ was not in general use in Britain
until the early 1900s, it is used here in relation to the nineteenth-century
women’s movement.8 Following Levine, the definition used is deliberately
broad: feminism involved a ‘sustained critique of the gendered order
of society’, but also a connection by those who practised it between the
public political questions they addressed, and ‘the impact of gender on
issues of traditional private or individual concern’.9 It was this transforma-
tion of personal or private issues into public discussions, organisations
and campaigns that gave nineteenth-century feminism its commonalities
with the twentieth-century movement that bears the name.

Like ‘feminism’, the term ‘pacifism’ is of late nineteenth/early
twentieth-century origin and its meaning has been the subject of much
debate. Émile Arnaud, president of the republican nationalist organisa-
tion, the International League of Peace and Liberty (ILPL), coined the
term in 1901 when he used it to describe the ideology of the peace party
in Europe: ‘We are not passive types; we are not only peace makers;
we are not just pacifiers. We are all those but something more – we
are pacifists . . . and our ideology is pacifism.’10 The term rapidly passed
into common use and was initially applied to all advocates of peace,
although during the First World War its usage was frequently narrowed
to apply to those advocates of peace who opposed all war, including
defensive combat. Particularly within the United States, pacifism came
to mean this particular form of ‘absolute pacifism’, while in Europe the
term has retained some ambiguity.11 The campaigns for an immediate
and absolute rejection of all war, and for the eventual abolition of war
through a strengthened international system, overlapped significantly
in the British peace movement, particularly in their relations with the
feminist movement.12 For simplicity, the term ‘pacifism’ is used here
in its original broad meaning, to encompass ‘the renunciation of war
by the individual, at least implicitly’, and the willingness to challenge
‘military approaches’ and to develop ‘alternatives such as negotiation,
. . . nonviolent action, and international organization’.13 ‘Pacifism’ is used
interchangeably with ‘peace advocacy’ and ‘peace work’; thus it includes
absolute pacifists within its scope, although these are also referred to
specifically where relevant.
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The term which is perhaps most important in this work is ‘pacifist
feminism’. An examination of the secondary literature shows that the
earliest application of the terms ‘feminist pacifism’ or ‘pacifist feminism’
to feminist thought is in relation to the First World War. Existing
accounts assume that feminists only became interested in ‘peace’ on any
significant scale during this period. Jill Liddington’s The Long Road to
Greenham, for example, which examines women’s pacifism from 1820 to
the 1980s, begins to use these terms only when the chronological account
reaches the 1914 to 1918 period.14 None of the (albeit limited) material
on women’s earlier peace work makes use of these terms in relation
to the nineteenth century. Yet although the term ‘pacifist feminism’ is
doubly anachronistic, political perspectives developed during the late
nineteenth century that combined substantial characteristics of both of
these ideologies. Pacifist analyses of power relations between nations and
the effects of military force were combined with feminist understand-
ings of the ways in which women were oppressed. Ideas evolved which
encompassed both the claim that women had the right to define their
own place in society, and also the desire to renounce war and establish
alternative models of conflict resolution. As a result, specifically ‘pacifist
feminist’ standpoints can be identified which denote a politics where
the two modes of analysis are applied together to an understanding of
the social and political order.

Liberalism as it developed during the nineteenth century was all-
important in the growth of these ideas. Most influential in the mid-
century period was Richard Cobden, whose support for free trade between
nations was based on a belief that commercial relations between nations
would make them interdependent on one another, and thus make war
contrary to their interests. Cobden pressed for a formal policy of non-
intervention and international arbitration, and while he collaborated
with absolute pacifists, he made his case on economic and financial,
rather than religious, grounds. He explicitly viewed peace and free trade
as one and the same cause, and his influence on the mid-nineteenth-
century peace movement was more practical in its effects than that of
any other single individual. Cobden put forward tactical arguments for
arbitration, disarmament and non-intervention, rather than ambitious,
but less easily attainable, objectives such as the creation of a Congress
of Nations.15 Forms of liberalism that aimed to establish ‘the rule of
law, moral and economic, in international and domestic affairs’ became
dominant in the 1850s and 1860s, and the Liberal party gradually became
more susceptible to Cobdenite arguments for non-intervention and inter-
national arbitration. There remained some sympathy for protectionism,
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however, and many Radicals argued for intervention in European con-
flicts.16 The party and parliamentary struggles over imperial warfare which
took place during the 1870s and 1880s showed that Liberalism could not
be assumed to be inherently pacifist, and that the ideals of Cobden
could not necessarily be applied in practice to Liberal foreign policy.

However, Cobden’s legacy of the argument for a fundamental
connection between free trade and peace between nations strengthened
the peace movement and provided it with the political and economic
ideas that were necessary to reach a wider audience. John Stuart Mill’s
Principles of Political Economy expanded upon Cobden’s thinking with
regard to free trade, although Mill’s particular version of liberalism was
not, of itself, wholly compatible with these ideas. His commitment to
laissez-faire economics was based upon a particular conceptualisation
of the relationship between state and individual. To Mill, free trade was
preferable because it was efficient, it protected against state bureaucracy,
and, most importantly, it stimulated individual morality.17

Perhaps the strongest aid to the peace movement during the
nineteenth century, and undoubtedly the factor which assisted the trans-
ferral of pacifism from a primarily religious cause to a more political
one, was the idea of arbitration. If nothing else, it was an appropriately
liberal solution to the problem of war. Richard Cobden, along with
Henry Richard (who served as secretary to the Peace Society from 1848
to 1885) and his successors in the late nineteenth-century peace move-
ment, argued that it was a fairer, more reasonable way to settle a dispute
than resorting to arms. In support of this point, they claimed that a
‘trained’ body of men would be better qualified to settle disputes than a
single individual, such as a monarch. Arbitration would protect weaker
states, and using legal procedures in the settling of disputes would be
self-advertising because once non-participants could see that it worked,
they too would agree to the use of arbitration.

Despite this interest in arbitration and international co-operation,
there were significant differences between British and European liberal-
isms, particularly with regard to war and international relations. David
Nicholls has argued that the contradictions between the British liberal
belief in peace through free trade and non-intervention, and the Euro-
pean liberal position that nationalism and wars of liberation were a
prerequisite for peace, meant that the establishment of a permanent
international peace movement was impossible.18 Differing attitudes to
war, social unrest and the social conditions which give rise to different
kinds of wars meant that the British and European perspectives on peace
and international relations were incompatible for most of the Victorian
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era. In consequence, British pacifists and free traders were often regarded
with distrust by European pacifists.19

The evolution of British pacifism, and the influence of Radicals
such as Cobden upon pacifist ideas, inevitably affected pacifist femin-
ism as it began to emerge in the 1870s and 1880s. In this study, at least
four distinct strands of pacifist feminism can be identified: free trade
radicalism; Evangelical feminism; moderate internationalism; and inter-
national citizenship. The earliest of these, free trade radicalism, focused
on Cobdenite ideas that peace would be achieved through free trade,
and featured in the politics of women such as Caroline Ashurst Biggs
and Lydia Becker. Free trade radicalism developed simultaneously with
Evangelical feminist ideologies, which argued that the acceptance of
Christian principles would result in universal peace and the elevation of
women’s position. Such arguments were employed by Evangelicals such
as Laura Ormiston Chant and, to a lesser extent, Priscilla Peckover. In
the 1880s, moderate ideas of imperialism and internationalism emerged
that focused upon maintaining the existing empire while opposing its
expansion, and developing international connections between feminists.
This thinking influenced, to varying degrees, the arguments of Ellen
Robinson, Isabella Tod and the International Council of Women. The
latest strand to develop was the feminist conception of international
citizenship, as envisaged by Florence Fenwick Miller and Henrietta
Müller, who both used ideas of sisterhood to gloss over the power dif-
ferentials inherent in international relations.

These liberal ideas can be contrasted with, on the one hand, socialist
internationalism, and on the other, more jingoistic forms of imperialism.
Towards the end of the period of study it is possible to identify social-
ist women such as Isabella Ford and Emmeline Pankhurst as taking
an interest in anti-militarist arguments, although they typically main-
tained an ambivalent relationship to the peace ideas outlined above.
While socialists such as Ford were active in the campaign against the
second Anglo-Boer war, and Pankhurst and her husband were involved
in some of the arbitration associations discussed in this book, there
was limited engagement by socialist feminists in pacifism before the
Edwardian period.20 In contrast to both socialist and pacifist feminist
arguments, there were also feminists who resisted the ideological connec-
tions between ‘women’ and ‘peace’, and rejected anti-expansionist models
of imperialism. Millicent Garrett Fawcett was a prominent supporter of
British rule in Ireland and South Africa, and sanctioned the use of force
in both contexts. She offered a striking contrast to pacifist feminist con-
ceptions of women as peace-loving and supposedly defensive by nature.
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Another prominent feminist, Josephine Butler, emphasised in her work
the importance of the fair and humane treatment of native populations,
yet also supported the expansion of the British empire and the Christian-
isation of ‘native races’.

Discourses of nationalism, imperialism and patriotism competed
with one another in feminist language of this period. For the most part,
feminist argument concerned itself with the importance of women and
their relationship to the imperial nation. From this starting point, some
feminists began to problematise the empire and to criticise the ways in
which it was managed or maintained, making explicit their reservations
about claiming a role in a nation that was reliant on the use of force for
its maintenance as an imperial power. They developed a range of argu-
ments that called for an end to imperial expansion and support for
existing colonies so that they could, in time, become self-governing. Such
women began to recognise an international community and to redefine
patriotism to mean loyalty to an imagined ideal of Britishness, or a
means by which the nation could serve humanity as a whole. The truest
interests of the nation were seen to be bound up with the interests of
‘civilisation’ and humanity, and therefore could function as a means by
which to rise above national differences. Pacifist feminists’ conceptions
of their role in the nation could from this perspective be based upon
ideas of improving Britain in the eyes of the world, a national burden
that loosely corresponds to Antoinette Burton’s concept of the imperial
burden.21 Thus, the language of patriotism was appropriated to apply to
a more ethical imperialism, or, in some cases, to pacifism.

The term ‘patriotism’ is of course much older than those defined
above, and more than most political concepts has been mutable and
subject to constant reinvention. In addition to conventional definitions
of the term as meaning ‘love or devotion to one’s country’, alternat-
ive uses developed during the eighteenth century that employed ideas
of restoring the state to an imagined former purity.22 These discourses
survived throughout the nineteenth century in the radical patriotism
that has been described by Margot Finn and Hugh Cunningham, among
others.23 Yet while radical patriotism served both as a tool of opposition
and as a means by which marginalised groups could claim ownership
of the past, by the 1870s both the Liberal and Conservative parties had
appropriated its discourses. As the century drew to a close, patriotism
as an ideology became increasingly dominated by the political right, and
was employed to support both imperial and national concerns.

Although patriotism was claimed as a Conservative discourse during
the late nineteenth century, alternative forms also developed which drew
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on both feminist thought and the tradition of radical patriotism asso-
ciated with the peace and internationalist movements. Patriotism by
this latter definition was constructed as loyalty to a higher cause than
the nation, and indeed in many contexts it was represented as nothing
less than devotion to humanity itself. A range of discourses contributed to
the development of this alternative patriotic ideology, including Evangel-
icalism, Radicalism, pacifism and feminism.24 Out of these discourses
there emerged within the feminist movement, particularly where it over-
lapped with the peace movement, a concern with redefining patriotism
and its meanings. Although feminists rarely opposed the abstract idea
of working for peace, it was often the case that in practical terms during
international conflicts there was disagreement over the best course of
action to take. The issue of patriotism, and the various ways in which the
term was used, was crucial here. In Conservative ideology, patriots were
expected to support their country in times of crisis. During the period
1870 to 1902, the peace movement and some branches of the feminist
movement began to re-evaluate this argument, to suggest that patriot-
ism was best expressed by loyalty to what was morally best for one’s
country, rather than by supporting the ‘nation’ whatever its international
behaviour. In exploring the diverse range of positions taken by feminist
and pacifist women in the late nineteenth century, some distinctly pacifist
feminist strands can be identified.

The starting point for this study is the feminist movement that was
established by the end of the 1860s, after the first petition for women’s
suffrage had been presented to Parliament and the English Woman’s
Journal had encouraged a number of related societies to work for
women’s rights. By this time there existed ‘both a public awareness of
the question of women’s rights and women’s future role and . . . some
sense of the emergence of an international movement among feminists
themselves’.25 Suffragists began to concern themselves with the matter
of the physical force objection to women’s suffrage, or the argument that
because women were unable to fight, they should not be permitted to
vote. A number of journals were founded including the Englishwoman’s
Review in 1866, the Women’s Suffrage Journal in 1870, the Women’s Penny
Paper in 1888 and the Woman’s Signal in 1895, which debated not only
the physical force objection, but also feminist responses to international
and imperial conflicts. During the 1880s there were a number of attempts
to found an international women’s organisation, at first based on the
suffrage campaign, and later, in the form of the International Council
of Women (ICW), based on social issues such as philanthropy and
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women’s employment. The first major International Congress of the
ICW took place in London in 1899, at which its first standing committee
was established on the subject of peace and arbitration.

By 1902, the feminist movement had grown in strength and stature,
winning repeal of the Contagious Diseases (CD) Acts, the right of
married women to own property, and increased political representa-
tion for women on School Boards, Poor Law administration and local
government. Women had still not been granted the parliamentary
franchise, however, and it was this factor that was the key influence on
the development of the movement between 1905 and 1918. Neither could
women join political parties, though from the 1880s they could join
the Primrose League, the Women’s Liberal Federation or the Women’s
Liberal Unionist Association if they wished to support (respectively) the
Conservatives, Liberals or Liberal Unionists.26 This study ends with a
discussion of responses to the Anglo-Boer war of 1899–1902, because
this was a crucial phase for the feminist movement. With the Anglo-
Boer war, women became more prominent in public and political life:
Millicent Garrett Fawcett led the first all-female government inspectorate
into conditions in the British concentration camps in South Africa, while
the British government deported Emily Hobhouse from the Transvaal
for her attempts to publicise atrocities in the camps. Women’s attitudes
to war thus became an increasingly public question at this time, not
least because of Fawcett’s prominent role in the suffrage movement.
The feminist movement underwent a significant transformation in the
Edwardian period, although the women’s peace campaigns of the First
World War confirmed that pacifism continued to be a strong influence
on much of feminist politics.27

The period under consideration saw a rapid, and on occasion confus-
ing, growth in peace and arbitration organisations. Only one – the Society
for the Promotion of Universal Peace, otherwise known as the Peace
Society – significantly predates the period this book is concerned with.
Founded in 1816 and dominated by nonconformists, it demonstrated an
early radicalism but by the 1870s was the most cautious and circumspect
peace organisation in Britain. It upheld the principle of absolute paci-
fism, or the idea that all war, including defensive war, was unlawful, and
while it held firm to this principle throughout the century, in practice
many of its arguments involved compromises with non-absolutists (who
were also eligible for membership of the Society, though not its Executive
Committee). A closer examination of the peace movement for the later
half of the century also shows that many of its supposedly absolutist
members could strategically shift between the absolutist ‘peace at any
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price’ argument and the non-absolutist point of view. There was less
tolerance, however, of feminist politics: the Peace Society’s women’s
auxiliary was founded in 1874 and its activities were subjected to strict
control in an attempt by the Peace Society’s Executive Committee to
distance it from any connection with the feminist movement.

A number of radical peace movements were formed in continental
Europe in 1868, and the Franco-Prussian war of 1870–71 stimulated the
work of these organisations. Radical continental pacifists tended to be
not only non-absolutists, but what Martin Ceadel has called ‘crusaders’:
they believed that the use of military force was justified if it created
the conditions for a lasting peace.28 This activity in Europe gradually led
British pacifists to seek changes closer to home. In 1880 a non-absolutist
British peace organisation was founded, the International Arbitration and
Peace Association (IAPA). The IAPA was more receptive to feminism,
but again, its women’s auxiliaries went through a number of incarnations
during the period of study, from a splinter group of the Peace Society’s
Women’s Peace and Arbitration Auxiliary in 1881, to a much smaller
Women’s Committee in 1887. Just as an international women’s organisa-
tion developed in the 1890s, so did an international peace association,
the International Peace Bureau (IPB). This was a European network of
pacifists, which worked with varying levels of success with the men and
women active in the British peace societies.

Two of the most influential women within the peace movement in
this period were Priscilla Peckover and Ellen Robinson, both Quaker
ministers who held absolute pacifist beliefs but made concerted efforts to
work closely with non-absolutists such as the IAPA and the IPB. Peckover
epitomised the self-effacing and Evangelical woman who appealed to
the men who ran the Peace Society, while Ellen Robinson represented
the more politicised and feminist woman whom the IAPA targeted.
Importantly, however, both women worked together and across all of
the organisations discussed here. In contrast to the male-dominated
movement, they consistently aimed to promote cross-organisational
co-operation, and therefore provide a useful contrast to the somewhat
troubled male movement of this period.

The conclusion of the Anglo-Boer war was a significant moment
for the peace movement, as it found itself in an increasingly untenable
position. It had become clear during the war that public agitation for
peace was a futile strategy, as pacifists’ best efforts made no headway in
tempering the national enthusiasm and government support for the war.
By 1902, many British pacifists were convinced that campaigns for the
prevention of war needed to be aimed at changing government policy
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rather than popular opinion, and it was this strategy that dominated,
with little success, the Edwardian period.

The emphasis in this book is upon identifying the diverse strands
of feminist thought that began, by the turn of the century, to make use
of pacifist discourses. Through an understanding of the relationship
between pacifism and feminism, feminist perspectives on questions of
nationalism, patriotism and imperialism can be better understood. The
starting point in this project is the feminist movement itself, and an
examination of the routes by which many Victorian feminists came to
consider questions of peace and war.
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of Liberal men within the Liberal party’. The terms Liberal, Radical and Conservative
are used in this work to refer to parliamentary politics, while their ‘lower-case’
equivalents – liberal, radical, conservative – refer to the wider political traditions from
which these parties drew their policies. Patricia Hollis, Ladies Elect: Women in English
Local Government, 1865–1914 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987), p. 57.

27 Liddington, Long Road to Greenham, chapter 5; Anne Wiltsher, Most Dangerous
Women: Feminist Peace Campaigners of the Great War (London: Pandora Press, 1985).

28 Ceadel, Semi-detached Idealists, p. 6.
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